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Your mind is a powerful
thing. When you fill it
with positive thoughts
your life will start
to CHANGE.
PARTONE
SPIRITUAL MANIFESTATION TRUTHS
1. Every thought and emotion we have creates
energy.
2. You have a spiritual daily bank accoount,
just like a bank account invests money you have
a daily investment of energy.
3. Spiritual practices build energy and cleanse
thoughts and emotions bringing you onto a
higher vibration.

4. What you think about you attract.
5. Your thoughts manifest your reality.
6. If strong emotions are connected with your
thoughts then you are sending more energy in
the direction of your thoughts.
7. We manifest what we love the most and what
we fear the most.

PARTTWO
SPIRITUAL MANIFESTATION MUSTS
Clarity
Most of us are really good at explaining what we
don’t want and don’t like and not what we do
want and love.

This is because we have spent our lifetimes
trying our jobs, friends, locations, food and
gathered experiences on what we want. Still
most people live in the negative and have never
retrained their thoughts and language.
Here’s an exercise to try:
Draw a line from top to bottom or your page so
you have two sections. Title your two sections;
I Don't Want
I don't want to be

I Want
I want to be on time

late for work.
Get specific: Now try this exercise yourself.
By writing down what you don’t like you are able
to really get clear on what you do like and want.
This also helps you change your language so you
can speak in the positive instead of the negative
• When you catch yourself communicating your
dislikes and don’t wants feel the energy inside
of you. You are losing energy from your chakra
system. Energy you could be using to attract and
manifest.

• Catch yourself in those moments and begin to
change your language. When you speak in the
positive with what you would like even your
body can feel it and responds well. Now you are
investing your energy in high vibration and
calling in your desires.
Also get clean in your life. Complete open
projects, de-clutter your space, office and home.
Make room for your dreams to come true.
Worthiness
The most important key to the Law of Attraction
is feeling like you deserve and are worthy of
your wants and desires. Certainty is a huge part
in manifesting, certainty and worthiness that
what you have requested or where you have sent
your energy is going to happen.
• If you have feelings of doubt or undeserving
within you then do some exploring.. Maybe you
need to do some healing around a particular
wound or story or as in the Kahuna story maybe
something simple as donating to a charity or
giving to someone less fortunate than you will
bring you back into balance.

Gratitude
This is the highest way to sending grace after
your manifestations!!! Gratitude and
appreciation kicks loving abundant energy
outwards into the universe and leaves you open
to more of this vibration!!!
• Even on tough days find time to be grateful for
what you do have even if it’s just food on the
table!
• Take a few minutes to meditate on what you
are grateful for daily.
• Practicing gratitude raises your vibration and
pulls more things to be grateful for in your
direction.
Alignment & Divine Timing
Sometimes what we want is out of alignment
with our destiny. The universe may have a divine
plan that is even better than our own. For
example; maybe the relationship we are trying
to heal that is a second chakra relationship isn’t
meant for us and the universe is lining you up
for a seventh chakra relationship and that takes
time.

• Trust that your dreams and desires have been
taken care of and that there is your will and
divine will. Allow space to let the Universe help
you with your manifestations.
• Add; ‘this or something better’ to your vision
boards/journals, notes and desires this gives
room for growth and more opportunities.

PARTTHREE
SPIRITUAL MANIFESTATIONS DO...
Pictures/Vision boards
The reason vision boards are so powerful is that
we are speaking to our subconscious and our
subconscious speaks in pictures.

Imagine when you dream, it’s all in metaphors. When we
begin to play with pictures not only is it fun and exciting
but e are activating our subconscious and allowing it to
also tune into what we want.
Also when we create and get excited we feel more positive
and create more energy which is something really
beneficial to allowing the Law of Attraction into our lives.
• Choose pictures that inspire, uplift and make you smile.
• Be clear with your pictures if you are confused try the
‘don’t want’, ‘do want’ exercise for help.
• For a l vision board it is great to bring balance such as
including health, career, social life, home, love and
spiritual activities.
• When you place your vision board somewhere where you
see it every day you are constantly affirming to your
subconscious mine ‘this is what I would like to manifest.
• Meditate on your vision board and send gratitude energy
outwards for what you have and what will be!!!

Feelings are a fast track way to manifestation so allow
yourself to meditate on what it would feel like achieving
your dreams and bask in that feeling of joy and
completeness!!!
Be aware that on order to create some of these changes
in your life you may have other things leave. The
Universe moves in mysterious ways and isn’t logical with
how it brings your manifestations to you.
• Trust that everything happens for a reason
• Know that the Universe has your back and wants what’s
best for you.

RESOURCES
Here's some great stuff that helped me...
The Law of Attraction Michael J Losier
The Law of Attraction; The basics of the
teachings of Abraham Ester & Jerry Hicks
Kahuna Magic Brad Steiger
Higher Self Guided Meditation

NOW START MANIFESTING!!! XXX

Create

Magic

in your life
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